
TouchTunes mobile Everywhere Credits gives app users the freedom to  
play their credits at any TouchTunes mobile-enabled jukebox.

The #1 Jukebox Mobile App Just Got Better

With its personalized, feature-rich experience, the TouchTunes mobile app continues to delight users and continues 
to grow—mobile now accounts for over 50% of revenue on many routes! But operators and mobile users have also 
been asking for Everywhere Credits, and we’ve listened. With Everywhere Credits we will build upon a superior mobile 
experience, meet a critical customer demand, generate more loyalty, acquire more mobile users and drive more revenue 
for you.

Everywhere Credits Pricing

In order to provide the simplest, most consistent and satisfying customer experience, the price of Everywhere Credits will 
be the same for all mobile users, no matter where or when they make a purchase. This means mobile users do not need 
to be checked in to a venue to purchase Everywhere Credits, and Everywhere Credits can be used at any mobile-enabled 
TouchTunes jukebox in the U.S.

Everywhere Credits pricing is as follows (see right)

• Operators will continue to set the price of credits  
on the jukebox.

• Operators will also continue to determine the 
number of credits required for a song play and for 

Fast Pass (Play Next) in a location.
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Example:
If for a given month an operator’s mobile coinage was 3% of 

the total TouchTunes mobile coinage, that operator would get 

(3% x 78%) of that month’s expired credits.

Any expired credits will be paid out monthly on a rolling 
basis as part of the regular Music and Services invoice.

Operator Bookkeeping Screen

The introduction of Everywhere Credits will require 
changes to the Tempo Bookkeeping > Off the Top Fees.

For operators who have their Tempo > Location > 
Settings > Money > Off the Top Fees > Mobile Credit 
Card Fees set to the previous default of 2.95% + $0.10/
transaction, we will automatically update the setting 
to reflect the new flat rate of 4.03% (with $0 per mobile 
transaction). The new 4.03% flat rate was announced in 
a previous communication. In addition, all new jukeboxes 
will soon be set to reflect the new flat rate of 4.03%.

If you have changed these values at some point we 
will be resetting the ‘Fee per mobile transaction’ to 
$0 and you will need to adjust the ‘Value Percent’ to 
whatever new value you wish to charge. Note that the 
‘Fee per mobile transaction’ field will be removed in a 
future Tempo release. The reason for this is that every 
song played using Everywhere Credits will count as a 
transaction, which would greatly skew the fees that you 
are collecting. Once you change the setting, you can hit 
the COPY button on the top right to copy the changes to 
other / all jukeboxes on your route.

For more information, log in to  
http://tempo.touchtunes.com and go to:  
Help > FAQ > What’s New > Everywhere Credits

Revenue Recognition

Because mobile credit purchases will no longer be tied to 
a specific venue, gross coinage will be recognized when a 
play is made rather than when credits are purchased.

• When a user purchases credits, each credit will be 
tagged with its specific purchase price

• When the user plays a song, the gross coinage will 
equal the cost of the credits used to play the song (that 
is, the gross coinage will equal the cost of the play)

 
Example:

A user purchases 12 credits for $5, so the credits cost 

$0.4167 each

The user plays a 2-credit song using a 1 credit fast pass for 

a total of 3 credits

The gross coinage is: 3 credits X $0.4167/credit = $1.25

 
Impact on Existing Credits

Existing credits that users already have purchased at 
venues will continue to be locked to those venues. The 
introduction of Everywhere Credits will not impact these 
existing credits. Any existing purchased credits in a user’s 
wallet will be available through their expiration date (180 
days from purchase).

Impact on Existing Free/Promo Credits

Any free credits, including promo card credits, bonus 
credits earned in the mobile app and credits won by a 
user through a TouchTunes promotion or sweepstakes 
will be available for users to play music at any mobile-
enabled TouchTunes venue in the U.S.

What About Expired Credits?

With Everywhere Credits, mobile users may be able to 
spend more of their credits and we have seen a significant 
drop in the number of credits that expire (Everywhere 
Credits will continue to expire after 180 days). However, 
when Everywhere Credits do expire they will be treated like 
spent credits in that they will be shared with TouchTunes 
(78% to operator; 22% to TouchTunes) and distributed to 
operators based on the operator’s percentage of total 
mobile coinage across the TouchTunes network.

 


